All non-South African nationals MUST have 1 unused visa page in pp to ZA (unless holding a valid residence visa), and 2 unused visa pages if crossing the boarder.

- Full birth certificate must include information about the minor’s parents. A certificate is not needed if this information is included in the passport.
- Nationals of countries not issuing full birth certificates must hold an official document containing details of the parents.
- The parental consent affidavit must be issued within 4 months prior to first date of travel.
- No documents are required for passengers remaining in transit area for International transfer (unless requiring a transit visa for ZA).
- All minors must be commented in DCS; Add comment, Print on boarding pass, ‘DOB dd/mmm/yyyy DOCS CHECKED XX (your initials)’
- If minor is seen at transfer desk, follow above procedure and reprint the boarding pass.
- At the gate an announcement must be made to call forward all minors under 18 that have NOT had their BP printed at Heathrow.

An affidavit (A-fio-DAY-vol) is a written sworn statement of fact voluntarily made by an affiant or deponent under an oath or affirmation administered by a person authorized to do so by law.

Do not collect any paperwork unless needed for your specific case as listed on this page.